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`	 SPIN-OTHER-ORBIT MATRIX ELEMENTS
FOR f4
 CONFIGURATIONS*
J. A. Barnes, B. L. Carroll and L. M. Flores




The Spin-Other-Orbit matrix elements for f4
 electron con-
figurations are computed and tabulated for general usage.
* This research was supported by NASA contract NAS 9- 5384
for the Manned Spacecraft Center, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
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In recent years, angular momentum techniques developed by
Racah l have enabled researchers to derive closed form matrix
expressions for various atomic interaction operators within
and between complex configurations. However, the construction
of an interaction matrix for a given representation generally
involves a long and tedious computational process. Therefore,
once it has been accomplished, it is desirable that other
active researchers should not have to duplicate the effort.
It is with this purpose that we present in this paper the
Spin-Other-Orbit matrix elements for the f 4 configuration2.
II. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE SPIN-OTHER-ORBIT INTERACTION
The matrix elements of the Spin-Other-Orbit interaction for
fn configurations 3 can be written in tensor operator form
as (fnySLJIH Soo lfnY'S'L I P )
S'+L+JILIS	 S'	 1
L	 J
X {(fnYSLIIHsoo llfnY'$ILI) + (fnySLIIHsoo llfnY'StL')) (1)
The reduced matrix elements of Hsoo and Hsoo , occurring
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	 (fn,SL I I Uk I (fn,Y r tSLt t)
t	 ttk	 L	 1	 Y	 ttL
X (fny,tSL'tIIV1KIIfny'SIL') L	 k	 L"	 (3)
K	 L'	 1 ^ 
I -
The term with k = 1 , K = 0 should be omitted from the
summation for the first term in braces of Eq. (3) since
it is already included in Eq. (2). The reduced matrix
elements occurring in Eqs. (2) and (3) have the following
expressions:
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Horie 4 defined the matrix elements of the quantity U (K,k) as










( 3 II U (k-lk)l13) . (8)
In Eqs. (4) thru (6) ,
a	 b	 c	 a	 b	 c
and
0	 0	 0	 d	 e	 f
are the Wigner 3-j and 6-1 symbols. The coefficients
(fnYSL{Ifn-'MS) are the coefficients of fractional
parentage introduced by Racah l . The matrix elements of
the tensor operators U (k) and V(11) and appropriate





The radial integral, M (k-1) , is defined by Marvin 6
 as,
k-1M(k-1) 
ate,	 Pnl(ri) ri	 P2 r )dr drc	
r^> ri	 r k+2	 nl(	 i^
where Pn1 is the radial wave function for the shell (nl)
and c is the speed of light.
III.	 DISCUSSION OF TABLE
e= Table I presents a tabulation of the matrix elements of




The calculations were performed in :tingle precision on the
Univac 1108 computer.	 A comparison with the diagonal matrix
3
elements of	 f 4	presented by Judd, et al p , indicates an
accuracy of at least seven significant figures.
f
The matrix elements are tabulated in J-blocks.
	
The states
j(UTV)SL) labeling a given J-block are listed in parenthesis
beside the J-value 8 .	 The matrices of	 H
soo	
are presented
in upper-half diagonal form.	 Only the non-zero elements are
listed for a given J-block.	 Each matrix element is given as
the sum of three terms, one for each radial integral 	 Mk .
In a given J-block, the coefficients of the	 Mk 's	 are listed
in rows to the right of the desired matrix element.	 Each
entry in the table is to be multiplied by the power of ten
indicated by its following single digit.
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